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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 

ADVANC3 C08P1DSUTIAE REPORT 

T?I3 PROPELLER AND COOLING-AIR-FLOW CHARACTERISTICS 

OF A TWIN-ENGINE AIRPLANE MODEL EQUIPPED '.VITH 

NACA DS-TYPE COWLINGS AND WITH PROPELLERS 

OF NACA 15-SERIES AIRFCIL SECTIONS 

By James G. McHugh and Edward Pepper 

SUiTIARY 

An investigation was conducted in the "ACA 19-foot 
pressure tunnel to determine the nacelle dra.fr, the 
cowling-air flow, and the propeller characteristics of 
a model of a hign-performanee military airplane. The 
airplane model, which in approximately cne-quarter scale, 
la fitted with N4CA D3-type* engine cofflirgs and with 
propellers embodying NACA 16-serles airfoil sections. 
The characteristics of the propellers were determined 
through a range of blade angles from 20° to CO0, and a 
brief study was made of the effects of variations of 
angle of attack and cowling-flap deflection or. the 
propeller characteristics. The variations of nacelle 
drag and internal air flow obtained with various arrange- 
ments of cowling flaps and variable-length cowling skirts, 
a-3 well es the effect of the operating propeller on the 
internal-flow characteristics, were also determined. 

The results of the Investigation indicate that: 
(1) the propulsive efficiency of the propeller tented 
varied from 38 percent at a value of advance-diameter 
ratio of C.8 to nearly 93 percent at a value of advrnce- 
dlameter ratio of Si.4 and gradually decreased to about 
89 percent at a value of advance-diameter ratio of 3.8; 
(2) in the range of internal-flow rate attalnebls with 
a variable-length skirt, the parasite drag of the nacelle 
when fitted with this arrangement is moderate and is 
about equal In magnitude to the parasite drar of the 
nacelle v;hen equipped with adjustable cowling flaps; 
(3) the parasite drag of nacelles, equipped with cowling 
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flaps of approximately the seme proportions a? those 
Investigated, does not increase appreciably with 
cowling-flap deflections of 12° or less; (4) In order 
to obtain the pressure drop necessary to provide satis- 
factory/- engine cooling, well-designed cowling flaps may 
be deflected to angles in excess of 12° at the expense 
of rapidly increasing the drag; hence, the performance 
of an airplane equipped with such an arrangement may In 
certain instances be penalized; (£) althourh cowling 
flaps provide a powerful *nerns for obtaining adequate 
cooling at the ground and for ta!:e-off, such air flow 
is nit attainable for nacelles equipped with variable- 
length cowling skirts. 

INTRODUCTION 

Information concerning the characteristics of 
propellers that embody the recently developed NACA 
high-speed airfoil sections operating in conjunction 
with modern air-cooled radial-engine cowlings is meager. 
The literature that is available has been obtained from 
test3 of isolated nacelle-propeller combinations.  No 
data has heretofore been available concerning the char- 
acteristics of such arrangements operating in conjunction 
with a complete airplane. 

Knowledge concerning the change In form drag of the 
nacelle that accompanies an increase In the rate of 
cowling-air flow when such increase is accomplished by 
the use of adjustable cowling flaps is also meager. 
Little data exist on the relative Mrlta of edjustable 
cowlinp flaps and adjustable-length cowling skirts as a 
means of controlling the rate of air flow, although this 
subject has been treated to some extent in reference 1. 
The results presented, however, were obtained from tests 
at relatively low Reynolds number of an isolated nacelle 
fitted with an NAOA C-type cowling and did not include 
sufficient measurements of the internal flow to permit 
accurate determination of either the internal drag or 
the average pressure drop through the cowling. 

In order to provide additional information on this 
subject, the propeller and cooling characteristics of a 
model of a high-performance twin-engine military air- 
plane have been investigated. The airplane model is 
approximately one-quarter scale, Is fitted with NACA 
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0<5~type engine co^Unrs, and 3s equipped with propellers 
that embody KACA 16-ser.Uf airfoil sections.  Studies 
were made to determine (1) the tbrurt, power, and effi- 
ciency characteristics of tho propellers; (2) the rela- 
tive merits of settling flaps end variable-length cowling 
skirt3 as a Cleans of controlling the coollrm-al r flow; 
and (3) the drag characteristics of tho nacelle. 

SYMBCLS AKD COEFFIOCTJTS 

Tho symbols and coefficients involved are defined 
as follows: 

A 

a 

c Dp 
C*n 

C°no 

cP 

o, 
D 

AD 

co'.vlirig-duct area 

angle of attack of thrust line 

ne.eelie cross-sectional urea (0.09 sq ft for 
model) 

profiler blade angle at C.75 tip radius 

drag coefficient of airplane model (D/qS) 

coefficient of Internal drag of one nacelle 

total nacelle drag coefficient (pn/l&r) 

nacelle parasite-drag coefficient (Cr^  - cDp) 

lift coefficient (L/qS) 

thrust coefficient f^V^T ) 
\pn2DV 

power coefficient (P/pn-5!)5) 

spe<?d-pcwer coefficient \\J  ;?/ 

drag of a'rplane ir.odel. (propeller off) 

chang* in parasite drag of airplane model due 
to slipstream of one propeller 

internal drag of one necelle 
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total  increment of drag clue  to one nacelle 

diamrter of propeller (2.969 ft for fodel) 

engine crosr-sectior;al area  (0.P470 sq ft 
for model) 

total prcppur« r- « 

conductivity of cowlina    !o/?V^} J 

cowlingr-exlt-aree  ratio 
(Cowltn^-e-tit  art;.?.  \ 

HfaoeTIf  cv^pf-iectliriül array 

lift 

blade-tip .wach number ( Sonic velocity j 

propeller rotational speed 

propulsive efficiency (•^—-•jr—^~) 

power input to one propeller 

static pressure 

cowlinp-entrance total-pressure coefficient 

cowling-exit total-pressure coefficient 

pressure drop through cowling (b"2 - H2) 

dynamic pre P.?ure 'vP^j 

quantity rate of air flow through cowling 

air density 

wing area  (3C.49 sq ft for irodcl) ' 

thrust of one  propeller (torsion in crank- 
shaft) 

thrust-loading o.ceffic 
\ pV2D£ / 
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V velocity 

V/nD    ad"ance-dla:.ieter ratio of propeller 

Subscripts: 

0 free stream 

1 cowling entrance 

2 cowling exit 

Free-stream conditions are alro  signified  la" no  sub- 
scrip t." are used. 

APPARATt"? ATO M^RCD* 

v 

The investigation was conducted in the JvACA !P-f-*ot 
pre satire tunnel. The airplane model used In the inves- 
tigation (fig. 1) is a 0.2375-scale model of a high- 
performance Lwin-crginc ir,il't£ry airplane. The angina 
cowlings were of the VACA D3 shoi-t-nose high-inle ;,- 
veloaily tvpe. (reference 2) designed for the Pratt & 
Whitney R-2300 engine. 

The generei arrangement of the nacelle v/ith cowling 
is sh;>wn in figure 2. Details of the nacelle ore pre- 
sented in figure 3. The resistance of the engine to the 
flow through the nscellr was simulated by a baffle inside 
the cowling. The conductivity of the cowling was deter- 
mined from measurements of the quantity of air flow and 
of the pressure drop in the cowling. For tbi« Investi- 
gation the baffle that simulated the engine was adjusted 
to provide a value of conductivity of the cowling K 
of C.125. In order to provide for« varying the cov.ling- 
exit area, the skirt of the cowlinp was removable und 
could be replaced with alternate flared skirts to rimu- 
late adjustable cowling flap?. Control of the cowling- 
exit area wa3 also obtained through the use r.f  alternate 
unflared cowling skirts of various lengths. With the 
flared skirts, cow.Un.or-flop deflections of 0.?°, 5.5°, 
11.C , 15.5°, 20.."5°, and 25.5° were obtained and with 
the unflared skirt, cowling-flap lengths of ,v.25, 2.75, 
2.26, 1.75, and 1.25 inches »era obtained. The effect 
of the various cowling flaps end variable-lenpth cowling 
skirts on the ratio of eowlinr-ex.it area to nacelle 
crocs-sectional area la shown in figure 4. 
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The characteristics of the air flow through the 
cowling were determined from measurements of the pres- 
sures acting on shielded total-pressure tubes at the 
cowling entrance (station 1) and on unshielded total- 
pressure tubes near the cowling exit (station 2) as 
shown in ficure 3. The pressures acting on the tubes 
were photographically recorded on a multiple-tube 
manometer. 

The three-blade model propellers inve«tigated were 
2.969 feet in diameter and were geometrically similar 
to the full-scale 12.5-foot diameter, Famllton Standard 
propeller 6457A-6. The blades (fig. 5) were of activity 
factor 87.1 and Incorporated NACA 16-series sections 
with shank fairings built as an integral part. The 
blade-form curves showing the width, thickness, and 
pitch distribution are presented in .figure 6. Kach 
propeller was driven by a water-cooled induction notor 
capable of developing a maximum torque of 125 foot- 
pounds. 

T33TS 

The tests were conducted with the air in the wind 
tunnel compressed to 35 pounds per square inch and at 
airspeeds ranging up to 160 miles per hour. 

For the tests with propellers oneratinr the blades 
were set at 20°, 30°, 35°, 40°, 45°, 50°, 55°, and 60° 
at 0.75 of the tip radius. The tests were also made at 
several values of angle of attack of the model and of the 
several cowling-exit configurations. The model motors 
were controlled through a speed range of approximately 
1500 to 4000 rpm.  The power delivered to each propeller 
was obtained from a calibration involving torque, rota- 
tional speed, and motor current. The thrust produced by 
the propellers was determined from differences in drag- 
balance reading with and without the propellers operating. 
The values of V/nD, at which these measurements were 
determined, were varied by maintaining constant model 
motor speed in the proximity of maximum torque output 
and by gradually increasing the wind-tunnel airspeed. 
When maximum propulsive efficiency had been approximately 
attained, the air-speed was held constant and the pro- 
peller rotational speed was decreased by predetermined 
increments until negative thrust was reached. 
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The blade-tip Mach numbers obtained are presented 
In figure 7 and range from approximately 0.25 for 
p = 60° to 0.50 for p = 20°. The average Reynolds 
number for the terts wns approximately 0.4 of the 
Reynolds number for full-scale operation at pea level. 

In addition to the measurements of the propeller 
characteristics, the Investigation also Included meas- 
urement!», both with and without the propellers operating, 
of the effect of variation in the cowlirg-exit condition 
on the drag and on the internal-flow characteristics of 
the cowling. In order to establish a reference base 
from which to measure the drag increment chr.rgeable to 
the nacelle, the lift and drag characteristics of the 
airplane model with the nacelles removed were also 
obtained. The scope of the tests with propellers 
operating is given in table I and with propellers 
removed in table II. 

METTfOD OP ANALYSIS 

The three priirary concerns relative to a propeller- 
nacelle combination are (1) the rate of internal flow 
through the cowling and the cost of that flow In dra?, 
(2) the parasite dreg of the nacelle, and (3) the pro- 
pulsive efficiency of the combination. In this paper 
each of  these ltwaa will be considered in turn. 

Internal flow.- The quantity of flow through the 
cowling "Is defined in reference 3 as 

Q = KFV J(Ap/q0) (1) 

The draf. chargeable to such flow may be evaluated from 
considerations of the change in momentum of the air 
flowing through the cowling. Thus, 

Dp = p0Q(V1 - Vw) (2) 

where Vw i° the final wake velocity of the air leaving 
the cowling after its static pressure has returned to 
that of the free stream. By applying Bernoulli's theorem 
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and assuming that the static pressure of the air1 passing 
through the propeller has returned to the free-stream 
value p0 at the cowling entrance, It can be shown that, 
when the propeller Is operating in front of the cowling, 
the dr£-g contributed by the internal resistance of the 
cowling may be expressed as 

D? • Po« 
}*l  - PoV/2     /Ho-Po\V2J (\ P:/2 )     m\ pgA )  J (3) 

By substituting the value of Q defined in equation (1) 
and introducing coefficients, the expression becomes 

* ~ ^oAn ~ %*n    UJ  [V Pi/« ) \ Pp* )   J 

At the values of pressure and velocity that existed 
during the investigation, the density of the air in the 
duct -vac nearly equal to that of the free surean. 
Assuming P\ ~ Pn ~ P0    and simplifying equation (4) 
permits the coefficient of internal drag to be expressed 
as 

-      _ 2KP/ApV .1/2 
An {%) fi 

Hi   - ft 

V ;; 

.i/s Wf] (5) 

At high-speed or high-altitude flight conditions, large 
changes in density are likely to occur. In such cases 
the simplifying assumption of constant density will 
lead to large errors in calculating the internal drag. 

It is often of interest to know the ratio of the 
velocity of the air entering the cowling to the velocity 
of the free stream. This ratio may be determined by 
making equation (1) equal to the product of the entrance 
area and velocity 

AlVl ^(g) .1/2 
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or 

vi. M (&\l/s 
(6) 

Waegllg Cr&r,.-  The valuo cf the total dra? nf each 
nace31e is determined from the difference, at equal 
va7.uei of lift coefficient, between the arar.  coefficients 
of the airplane nodel with and without nacelles according 
to the following i-elation 

I 
Dn  •   2An   '^with nacelles "    Dwithout nacelles (7) 

The coefficient of parasite dra<r chsr.^eable to each 
nacelle is in turn determined fron the difference between 
the total nacelle drag and the dra£ chargeable' to the 
internal air flow 

X = CT CDp (8) 

Pronulaivc  ef I'.'cloncy.- Tt is conventional  to 
express  tEo prcpillolve efficiency of an airplane 
propeller ai 

(T - AD)V0 
n = = 2 O) 

The expression (T - AD) is tho propulsive thrust of the 
propeller and may be evaluated as follow*! 

(T - AD) = R + D (10) 

whore R is the net force alonr: the drap axl", o'otainod 
with tho propeller operating, and D is the drag with 
the propeller removed. 
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When the propeller-nacelle combination la operating 
In pro3:imlty to a wing, the lift generated with the 
properer operating Is likely to differ from that 
generated at the eazie angle of attack with the propeller 
reiroved and, therefore,"unless suitable precautions are 
taken 5n determining the propulsive thrust, an erroneous 
value cf propulsive efficiency may be obtained. The 
action of the propeller, in addition, nay be such aa to 
alter the rate of internal air flow through ths cowling 
and, unless the change in drag resulting fron such modi- 
fications to the flow is accounted for, this effect will 
be reflected either a« en increase or a decreass in the 
efficiency credited to the propeller. 

Any charge in the wing lift characteri.-f.ic>' Hue to 
the action of the propeller hf.s been accounted for, in 
working up the results of this investigation, by deter- 
mining the value of D (from equation (10)) at the 
same lift coefficient ar that at rhich the value of R 
was measured. 

Suitable corrections nave been made to the values 
of the propulsive efficiency ard the thrust coefficient 
to bring them to the basis of equal cowling drag with 
and without propellers operating. The increment of drag 
due to the action of the propeller on the flow through 
the cowling Is 

V ^propeller on propeller rerovedj 
(11) 

Accordingly, the propulsive thrust as defined by equa- 
tion (10) has been corrected as follows: 

(T - AD) = R + D - ADp (12) 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

All results are pre»ented in terms of standard 
nondimensional coefficients and have been corrected 
for tare-intcrfer-nce effects when such corrections were 
applicable. Corrections have been applied for the 
effects of jet-boundary interference on the angle of 
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attack end on the drag coefficients. Wo corrections 
have ?>een nado for the effect of the jet boundary on 
the velocity measured with propellers operating, in 
view of the large ratio cf jot diameter to propeller 
diameter, however, the Jet-boundary offeet ia believad 
to bj quite small» 

She propeller characteristics for a range of blade 
angles are prosonted ana a brief discussion of the offects 
of change in airplane attitude and cowling-air flow on 
these characteristics is given,    The effects of varia- 
tions in cowling exit on the rate of internal flow for 
conditions with and without the propeller operating as 
well as the offocts of those variations on nacelle drag 
are also discussed. 

Propollor Characteristics 

Tho propulsive efficiency, thrust, and power char- 
acteristics measured with the ang!o of attack of tho 
thrust line at -1° and with the ucwllng flaps sot at 
0.5    are prosentod for a range oi Liado angles from 20° 
to 60° in figures 8 to 10. 

Oho envelope propulsive officioncy (fig.  8) rises 
from a veluo of approximately 8S.5 percent at    ß - 20° 
to a maximum value of noarly 93 percent at    ß = 45°«    and 
then gradually decreases to a valuo of about 83.5 percent 
at    ß = 60°.    Such values of propulsive efficiency aro 
in excess of thoso normally experienced with moro con- 
ventional propellers,     Thoso values aro in good agreement, 
howovor, with the valuos obtained from testa in the NACA 
8-foot high-speed tunnel cf other propellers incorporating 
NACA l6-serioo airfoil sections in the blado design. 

Tho values of efficiency shown in figuro 8 aro high 
in comparison with thoso values obtained from tests of 
propollor-nacollo combinations, probably because of the 
fact that:    (1) tho l6-series airfoil suctions, which 
woro incorporated in tho design of the blado and which 
extended wo 17. into the blade shank, produced low 
profile-drag lossos;     (2) tho aerodynamic do3ign of 
tho propeller, was such as to produce low axial- and 
rotctionr.l-onergy lossos;   and (JJ  tho Dresonco of the 
wing in tho slipstream roduccd tho rotational-onorgy 
losses. 
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The breaks in the slope? of the curves of thrust and 
power against V/nB (figs. 9 and 10) are of interest. 
These phenomena occur slightly below the stall at all 
bDade angles and become more pronounced ac high b3ade 
angles. The values of lift coefficient at which the 
propeller blades operated in the vicinity of the breaks 
have been determined by th<? method of reference h.. 
Comparison of those results with ths two-dimensional 
lift characteristics of the NACA 16-70C airfoil section 
(reference !„>) reveals in both cases pronounced breaks In 
the lift curves at comparable values of Mach number. 
Although the breaks occur at a somewhat lower vaüu.e of 
lift coefficient in the case of the propeller-blade lift 
curves than in the case of the lift curve obtained from 
the t'vo-dimerslonRl airfoil tests, the phenomena are 
believed to be related. 

Ir. order to facilitate the selection of a value of 
propeller diameter for U3e in preliminary deslcn calcu- 
lations, a C,. desJrn chart, based on the results of 
this investigation, is presented in figure 11. The 
effects of compres.-ib'.l?ty are neglected in all design 
charts of this sort.  Tr. view cf the fact that these 
effects are important design considerations, it is essen- 
tial to take them into account in the selection of pro- 
pellers for high-speed airplanes. 

The results of the propeller tests conducted with 
the thrust line at 2° and at 5.5° angle of attack 
and with the cowling flaps set at 0.5°, 11.0°, 1E.E0, 
20.5°, and 25.E° showed no consistent trends, either 
with variation of the angle of attack or with 
cowling-flap deflection. In genera], however, the 
variation in maximum efficiency, fron that neasLC*ed 
with the thrust line at -1.0° anple of attack and 
with the cowling flaps neutral, did not in any case 
exceed T] = ±0.03. 

Drag and Cowling-Air Plow with Propeller Removed 

The effects, on the lift and drag coefficients of 
the airplane model rsed in th?s investigation, of 
controlling the internal flow through the covjling by 
cowling flaps and bv variable-length Bowling skirts are 
shorn in figures 12 and 12, respectively. Prom the data 
presented in these figures and from other data based on 
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measurements of the internal-flow characteristics, the 
results in figure 14 have been derived.  In this figure, 
comparisons have been made, at values of lift coeffi- 
cient of 0.1, 0.4, 0.8, and 1.0, of the relative effec- 
tiveness of both arrangements as mean,': cf controlling 
the Internal flow through the cowling. The effects of 
cowling flaps and of variable-length cowling skirts on 
the total nacelle drag coefficient, the drag coefficient 
due to Internal flow, and the paraslto-drap coefficient 
of the nacelle are also compared in the saae figure. 

It Is of particular interest to note from the 
results presented in figures 12 and 14 that the Increment 
of drag due to cowling-flap deflections of 25° is In 
certain lnstanoes greater than thu drag of the entire 
airplane with cowling flrps retracted. V;hen large 
cowling-flup deflections are necessary to obtain the 
pressure drop required for satisfactory engine cooling, 
the excessive drags due to theeo deflections will there- 
fore penalise the airplane performance. 

Pre, f sure drop through cowl inf.- ?rom the results of 
figure""14 the maximum value of cowling pressure coeffi- 
cient produced öy the adjustable cowling flaps is roted 
to be approximately 1*81) whereas ths maximum value of 
Ap/<3o obtained with the variable-length skli't war of the 
order of 0.75. This difference Is, in part, due to the 
fact that It was not nracticable with the particular 
cowling arrangement investigated to obtain as great an 
exit area with the variable-length skirts as with the 
cowling flaps and, In part, clue to the j'act that the 
variabin-1ength-sklrt arrangement does not produce the 
low-pressure region at the cowling exit which is 
obtained by deflecting the cowling flaps. 

Effect of internal flow on drar.- For convenience 
in studying the drf.g oharaoterlstio a of the two cowling 
arrangement•, values of the parasite-drag coefficient 
of the nacelle C Dt, obtained, from the faired curves 

of figure 14 are presented in tho following table: 
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H 
,;Cn0 

Exit control 
device Vi                  j Vi 

ST* 0.45-1= 0.50 
T/i 
— = 0.55 
Vo 

Va ri flb 1 e - .1 er.g th 
sl:lrt 

0.1 
.i 
.0 

1.0 

0.075 
.075 
.090 
.107 

0.C75 
.067 
.oes 
.ICO 

0.075 
.060 
.035 
.098 

Cowling flaps 0.1 
.4 
.3 

1.0 
 i 

0.075 
.073 
.090 
.115 

C.C71 
.072 
.090 
.180 

0.067 
.068 
.090 
.127 

At the greatest exit area obtainable with the 
x'arlable-l^ngth skirt, It was not possible to obtain 
valueJ of the entrance-velocity ratio ir excess of 0.f.7, 
which is approximately equal to the value obtained with 
the corling flaps defected 5°. Frovi the preceding table 
it isav be noted that, through the pcagf of value? of 
Vj/v0 through which comparisons are possible, the 
values of Ci^  obtained with both t^-pes of control 

device are nearly equal. 

Tn reference o, the magnitude of the nacello 
parasice-drag coefficier.t has been shown to b« dependent 
on the :-atio of the nacelle dlaaeter to the wing thick- 
ness. At a value of this ratio of 0.3, which existed 
during the present investigation, figure 9 of refer- 
ence 6  indicates the nacelle drag coefficient Cr^ 

to be 0.07. This value is in good agreement with the 
values shown for the low lift range- in the precedlrg 
table. 

At rates of internal flov corresponding to values 
of Vj/V0 in excess of about 0.65, the result? of 
figure 14 indicate that the profil« drag of the nacelle 
becomes quite large. Such rates of flow required large 
values of exit area and rere obtainable only with large 
deflections of the cowlir.g flaps. The variation of the 
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nacelle pare.sl te-drag coefficient with cowling-exit area 
are compared,   at sevsi-Pl values of lift coefficient,  in 
figure 15.    Correlation of the result.? given in figure 18 
with thf  data of figure 4 indicate that flap deflections 
ir excess of about 12° create exorbitant increases  in 
drar;.     it ir possible that ir. this region the cowling 
flap? start to stell.     If such i* the ease,   thr high 
values of dreg may oe attributed to the  re-ulting p-^i- 
pressure  recovery of the energy in  the wake.    The values 
of obtained with the large cowling-flap deflec- 

tions, however, are known to be too great by an indeter- 
minate mount« This fact is explained as follows! 

At values of iri/Vc it excess of C.SK the pressure 
drop through the particular cowling nrrangerent tested 
is greater than the dynamic pressure of the free stream. 
Some of the energy required to force the air through 
the internal passage of  the cowling consequently is 
absorbed froffl the air flowing over the outside of the 
nacelle. Under such conditions all thr dra<- eharr.eable 
to the internal flov» through the nacelle cannot be 
accounted fcr from sonalderatlon of the Ioa-« in Bomentua 
of the air flowing through the cowling. The value of 
cDp computed from equation (£) is therefore too low by 

an indeterminate amount and, since Cn   is defined as 

the difference between Cp  and CJV,, a low value of 

Cpp will be reflrcted as an increase in the parasite- 

drag coefficient of the nacelle. For this reason the 
dashed part of the ourvee of On.   against V^/V0 

shown in fipure 14. and  of Cj^  against Kj- in fig- 

ure IE should be Interpreted as showing the upper limit 
of the parasite-drag c.-efficient of the nacelle rather 
than its true value. 

Effect of Tropeller on  "i0w through Crwling 

The values of oowllng entrance and exit total- 
pressure coefficients, obtained at values of p of 
20°, 20°, and 4C° with various coaling-flap deflections, 
are shown a: a function of V/nD in figure 16. For 
convenience in making cowling-d-.-sign estimates, cross 
plots showing the variation of exit total-pressure 
coefficient with the exit-area coefficient are presented 
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In figure 17. Because knowledge of the static pressure 
at the cowling e*5t Is often of Interest, the exit 
statie-pre?sure coefflelentr for the same range of 
values of p and cowling-flap deflection used in fig- 
ure 16 are presented in figure 18. 

The contribution of the propeller to the total 
pressure at the cowling entrance wan found to be ecsen- 
tially independent of the cowling-exit condition. iVith 
the propeller operating at low values of V/nD - that 
is, at high values of thrust loading - the pressure at 
the cowling entrance is increased. The effect diminishes 
with increasing values of V/nD - that is, with decreasing 
values of thrust loading.  Tn general, with the particular 
propeller-cowling arrangement tested, the effect of the 
propeller appears to be negligible at values of the 
thrust-loading coefficient of less than about T0 • 0.1. 

The distribution of the total pressure of the air 
entering the cowling la of concern in considerations 
of engine-cooling characteristics. Because of numerous 
pecularities of the flow, thjs pressure is seldom uni- 
form. It depends, among other things, on the operating 
condition of the propeller and on the attitude oF the 
airplane. 

The manner in which the differences in top and 
bottom cowling-entrance pressure, measured with the 
propeller removed, are influenced by angle of attack is 
shown in figure 19. At smal] deflections of the cowling 
flap, the pressure at the top of the cowling decreases 
rapidly with increase in angle of attack. At very large 
openings of the cowlin." flap, the top and bottom pres- 
sures tend to remain more nearly uniform throughout the 
argle-of-attack range. It is probable that, at the low 
rates of internal flow encountered with snail deflec- 
tions of the cowling fleps, considerable spillage 
occurred at the cowiing entrance. The increased 
entrance velocity obtained by opening the cowling flaps 
tended to create a more stable condition of flow and 
thereby to promote a more nearly uniform distribution 
of pressure over the cowling entrance. 

The effect of the propeller on the front-pressure 
variation may be observed from comparison of the results 
in figure 19 with the results presented in figure 20. 
The propeller operating'in front of the cowling increased 
the average pressure over the entire cowling entrance 
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(fig. 16) ard, except at the smallest deflection of the 
cowling flaj.s at which the low entrance v?locity allows- 
for unstable flow conditions, also tended to equalise 
the distribution of pressure over the cowling entrance. 

The variation of the pressure at the cowling exit 
wJth V/nD is dependent on the cowling-exit condition 
(fipg. 16, 17, and 18). With large deflections of the 
cowling flap?, the low pressure coefficients at the 
cowling exit, obtained with the propeller operating, 
were accentuated Gt low values of V/nD. As the values 
of V/nD were increased, these pressure coefficients 
tend3d to approach those obtained with the propellers 
rerroved. With snail deflections of the cowling flaps, 
the exit pressure tended to become greater than that of 
the free stream at low values of V/nT>. This effect 
Is probably due to the fact that, at smell flap deflec- 
tions, the e>.it area was reduced to such extent that the 
air inside the cowling was compressed by the action of 
the propeller on the flow at tbs cowling entrance. 

The effect of the propeller operating at low 
values of v/rD In conjunction with large cowling-flap 
deflections was such as to produce high rate.- of flow 
through the nacelle. It is therefore «r.r'icnted that a 
powerful rreanp will be provided for obtaining adequate 
engine cooling for ground operation and take-off. 

Influence of Cooling Hequireir;ent3 on Airplane Performance 

In the case of many conventional radial elr-ccoled 
engine installations, the pressure drop required to 
produce sufficient cooling-air flow can be obtained only 
when the cowling flaps are extended to large deflections. 
The drig produced by such lar{:e flap deflections often 
caures a substantial decrease in airplane performance. 

Thlp consideration suggests the possibility of 
achievlnr Improved cirplone performance through the 
adoption of a cooling arrangement that is not penalized 
by the large noirentuir anti pressure losses which are 
inherent In the conventional ergine-cooling system. 
One such plan, which has frequentlv been proposed, would 
Incorporate in the cooling system a blower of such 
capacity that the energy added to the cooMng air by 
the blower would Juct suffice to overcome the internal 
losses of the rystem. With such a device the cooling-air 
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passages ".ovld  be arranged to allow the cooling air to 
be exhausted at fre2-strean velocity, thereby eliminating 
the ivake-jiiowentiUii losses. In addition, the detrimental 
drag losses associated with large deflections of the 
exit flap r;ould be eliminated. 

the advantages attainable through the adoption of 
the blower-cooling system cited previously are best 
lllußtratoö by comparing the performances of an airplane 
that lohlmt engine cooling in one case through the use 
of a conventional engine-cooling syatf-m and in onotner 
case through the use of an auxiliary blower. 

Consider, for example,  the performance of a twin- 
engine military eirpTare operating at an altitude of 
34,000 feet and having th«* following assumed charac- 
teristics: 

Enginer,  P. & W.  R-2800 *vith single-stage two-speed 
«•cared supercharger 

Engine cruise roting .   .  1200 brake horsepower at"8100 rpm 
Propeiier diaTetcr, feet       12.5 
FropellTi' gear ratio       2:1 
King area,  square feet       540 
Gross '.reicht,  pornds 25,000 
Maximum cro.is-.iec tlonff.l area of nacelle, 

sqrare feet 17.5 
Altitvde, feet    14,030 
Fuel-air ratio for cruise         G.07 
MWtimnn temperature,  rear spark-plug gasket,  °F    .   .       400 

From the data prrsented in figures 8 to 10,   the operating 
conditions of the propelier are readily determined. 
Figure 21 "hews the variation of    V/nD,    n,    anr'    ß    with 
airspeed.    For convenience,  calculations are presented 
for a true airspeed of 260 t.'.lles per hour.    Correlation 
of the propeller-operating characteristics with the 
engine-power rating and speed of flight yieüd the fol- 
lowing: 

V/nD » 1.744 

ß = 45.1° 

rj = 0.85C 

Forcepower available = t|P 

= 2054 horsepower (two engines) 
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Ir. dsterminirg the power required, It rill be 
assumed that the geometry of the example airplane is 
similar to that of the modal used in this investigation. 
The lift and d:rap: characteristics of figure 12 are 
therefore applicable. These results, however, do not 
include the drag effects chargeable to such iteun as 
armament, oil cooler, radio antenna, and nanufacturlng 
Irregularities. Tt will therefore be assumed tnat an 
incremental drag coefficient of ACD = 0.0035 will 
account for these addition.il drag items. On  this basis, 
for a wing loading of  46.3 pounds per "quare foot and 
an airspeed of 2C0 miles ner hour, the lift and drag 
coefficients of the airplane without nacelles are 
found to bo as follows: 

C
D' 

= CD + A3D 

- 0.0191 + 0.0035 

= 0.0226 (at CTj • 0.412)" 

The drag chargeable to the power-plant installation 
consists of its parasite drag plus the drag resulting 
from the change in momentum of the air passing through 
the cooling system.  In ma'.cing precise design calcula- 
tions of the Bftgnitude of the drag due to momentum 
chenges, it Is important that heating and compressibility 
effects be accounted for. These effects are discussed 
in reference f.     Ir order to achieve simplicity in the 
present example, however, these effects will be neglected. 
The values derived in the ensuing calculations must 
therefore be considered as merely Indicative of the true 
dreg. 

Evaluation of the drag chargeable to the conventional 
engine-cooling system will require different treatment 
from that required for the blower-cooling system. The 
followlrg section will therefore deal separately with 
the two cases. In each case the cowling will be equipped 
with fleps. 

Cise I -Conventional englne-coollnr system.- By 
correlation of the assumecTValues for the airplane 
character!stlcr with results of cooling tests of the 
example engine, the variation of the required total- to 
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stat.l.c-presrurs r'rop across the engine AH with air- 
speed has been determined and is shov/n in figure 22. 
The 3tatio and total pressures at the rear of the engine 
are assumed to be equa]. The total- to stp.tic-pres.'ir.re 
drop nay therefore be treated as a change in total 
pressure. For an airspeed of 26C milts per hour, it 
is found that öH/q0 is 0.919 with a corresponding 

air f3ow of 811.9 cubic feet por second, which retrains 
essentially constant at airspeeds ranging fro:n C20 to 
220 rules per hovr.  Xt is assured that losses AK/q0 
in the diffuser end in the exic are 0.15 and O.Of, 
respectively; therefore, the loss of total pressure 

Hi - iip 
through the cowJinp —' is 1*119. At the flight 

condition under consideration (V/nD = 1.744, ß = 45.1 , 
and CL = 0.412), the fro-J-.-prossura coefficient is 

found, from figure 1C, to be — * -0.073. In 

order to provide ths  required rcte of flow,  th«s  total- 
pressure coefficient at  the exit mu^t be 

An  —  Ho       Hi   m Hi %   "   H0 

=  1.119 -   (-0.073) 

=  1.192 

Cy na!:ir,g the simplifying assumption p. Pi = P8 
and transforming the internal drag defined in equa- 
tion (5) to a coefficient form, the increment of drag 
coefficient due to the air flew through one nacelle r.ay 
be expressed in terms of variables that arc now known 
as 

ACDP - SV„ 
H0 " «2 

2 x  011.9      Dj J   (.0,ov3)   .    y/i I  iTiSc]     (IS) 
6*0*860 xgj 
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The term Ji —i? £. describes the final wake velocity 
V      <Jo 

of the air passing through the cowling. For the particu- 
lar cane une'er consideration, thio term doer not yield 
p. real value. The calculation may therefore be completed 
by aasunlng that the final rake velocity la zero, and the 
additional power required for cooling will be charged to 
the parasite drag of the nacelle. The increment cf drag 
coefficient then becomes 

AC lip 
2 y eil.9 

VI • (-0.078) 

= 0.0076 

Tt is new desired to determine the effect of the 
parasite resistance of the nacelle. By Interpolating 
the results cf figure 17, it is found that, at the 
flight condition under* consideration (v/nD = 1.744, 
ß = 45.1°, and Cj = 0.412), a v£luo oi exit-area-ratio 
coefficient of    KP = 0.390    is necessary to produce the 

H0  -  H2 
required value of — - of 1.192. Prom figure 4 it 

<Jo 
fa seen that e. oowllng-flap deflection of 10° ia needed. 
(Fig. £? shows the varit-tion of cowling-flap deflection 
with airspeed for the example airplane.) 3y applying 
the result." of figure 15 and taking into account the 
value of lift coefficient at which the airplane is 
operating, the value of naculle-pnraslte-drag coeffi- 
cient is found" to be On. * O.löß. On the basis cf 

"Ho 
wing a;*ea, the increment of parasite-drag coefficient 
chargeable to one nacelle is 

AC 
En 

fnc 
S 3n0 

17.6 
MO y  0.168 

= 0.0051 

Th" total-drag coefficient for the complete air- 
plane la 
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- 0.0226  + 0.0152 + 0.0102 

= 0.0460 

The power required for levol flight at    V = 260 miles 
per hour li 

CEq0SV0  0.0480 x 112.3 x 540 x 260 x |§ 

5Mr~ ~ 550 

= 2022 horsepower 

Oaae JT - aioreer-r.oollnP' system.- It is assumed 
that th« energy addod to the air- by the blcv.er will 
Just t:ui"i'lce to overcome the Internal lossos.  In this 
cage, the  po?;er input to the blower la represented by 
the following equridon 

Blower power 

where mß Is the blower efficiency and will be c.spumed 

to have the value of 0.80 for this example. 

The energy supplied to the blower may be expressed 
In terms of equivalent Increment of airplane-drag coef- 
ficient 

A 

AC s    811.9 x 1.119 

" 0.80 x 260 x P x 540 
DU 

= 0.0054 

When the velocity of the air at the cowllnp exit 
is equal to that of the free stream, the cow3ing-exlt- 
area ratio Is 
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m  —811.9 

£3 

K2 =7-V 

17.5 x 260 x £§ 

= 0.122 

From figure 15 the 

0.079 for R  value of CL = 0.412.  1 
coefficient chargeable £.-> **• - 

corresponding value of cr Is 

nacelle 1? 

= 0.C700 x ilii? 
540 

= 0.0025 

plane It 
The total-d rag coefficient of the 

complete alr- 

cn = C D1 • 2ACB + 2A0 :? 

= 0.0226 + 0.0108 

= 0.0384 

+ 0.0050 

The r. JSrjg?*pg*2*f£* i".i night P^r hour 1 at 

550 

1613 horsepower 
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By similar calculations, the performance character- 
istic? for other speeds may be determined. The results 
of such calculations are shown in figure 24. These 
results indicate that the erampie airplane can cruise at 
approximately 311 miles per hour with the blower-cooling 
system; whereas the maximum level-flight cruising speed 
attainable vith the conventional engine-cooling system 
is approximately 289 miles per hour. By adoption of the 
blower-coo" ing system, designed to emit the cooling air 
at free-stream velocity, an increase in cruising speed 
of about 2C mile? per hour can therefore be obtained 
over that attained with the conventional engine-cooling 
system. The valves cited are optimistic because some 
of the gain would be offset by the weight and complexity 
of the blower installation. 

In general, selection of the optimum cooling system 
for an aircraft power-plant installation involves 
numerous considerations. The specific design of any 
installation must be determined from considerations of 
the special problems that each particular airplane 
presents. An engine for which t!"9 cooling system is 
designed for low-altitude operation may not be able to 
cool at high altitudes without the penalty of greatly 
increased drag power losses brought about by the large 
cowlir.g-flep deflections required. In some cases con- 
siderable reduction of the drag power losses can be 
realized through the use of a blower in the cooling 
system, ^uch drag reduction may be reflected in either 
freater cruising speed, improved performance in climb, 
ncreased range, or in high-altitude operation. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The maxirum values of propulsive efficiency 
measured ir. this investigation varied fron ß8 percent 
at a value of    V/nD of 0.8 to nearly S3 percent at a 
value of V/'nD of 2.4 and then gradually decreased to 
about 89 percent at a value of V/nD of 2.8. 

2. In the range of flow attainable with a1 variable- 
length cowling skirt, the parasite drag of the nacelle, 
when equipped with this arrangement, was approximately 
the same a.r when it was fitted vfith adjustable cowling 
flaps and in either case was not excessive. 
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3. The parasite drag of nacelles equipped with 
cowling flap? of approximately the sane proportions of 
tho«ie Investigated Is rodorete and doe.« not Increase 
appreciably with cowling-flap deflections of 13° or less. 
Values of pressure drop required for satisfactory engine 
cooling may be obtained by deflecting the cowling flap? 
to ingles in excess of 12° at the expense of rapidly 
increasing the drag. This increase of drag reay reach 
such tragnitude as to double the drag of the entire air- 
plane. 

4. ?or ground cooling and take-off, It is indicated 
that well-designed cowling flapp, extended to large 
deflections, provide a powerful reans for obtaining 
adequate air flow for engine cooling. Such air flow Is 
not attainable from nacelles equipped with variable- 
length cowling skirts. 

I.angley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 

Langley Field, Va. 
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TABUS I.- TESTS WITH PROPELLER OPERATING 
(All angles given in degj 

27 

Angle of attack 

•*->.. „Cov l ftfc -flap 
^.angle^, 0.5 5.5 11.0 15.5 20.5 25.5 

20 

25 

30 

25 

40 

45 

50 

£5 

60 

V i 5.5 

ft 
(_ 5.5 

-1 

r-j 
L 5.5 

{1 
-3 
-1 

-1 
2 

-1 
o 

-1 
2 
5.5 

-1 
2 
5.5 

-1 
2 

- 5.5- 

-1 
2 
5.5 

-1 
2 
5.5 

_2 
IB 

5.5 

-1 . 
2 
5.5 

-1 
2 
5.5 

-1 
2 

-1 
2 

-1 
E 
r. #5 

TABLE II.- TESTS VYITH PROPELLER REMOVED 

(ill angles given in deg; lengths given in in71 

a Cowling arrangement 

-1  to 8 Cowling-flap angles of 0.5,  5.5,   11.0,  15.5, 
20.5,  25.5 

-1  to 8 Cowlinff-flao lengths of 2.25,  2.75,  2.25, 
1.75,   1.25 

-1 to 8 Nacelle*  removed 
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Figure 2.- Gen 
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